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Highlights 

 An inter-comparison was made between lidar-derived winds and regular anemometry. 

 A new lidar operating technique was developed.  

 Airflow features above an urban river included channelling of wind. 

Abbreviations footnote 

BLS (Boundary-layer scintillometer), CSAT3 (a sonic anemometer model), KCL (King’s College 

London), KSK (KCL Strand campus King’s building), KSS (KCL Strand campus Strand building), KWJ 

(KCL Waterloo campus James Clark Maxwell building). 

ABSTRACT 

Airflow along rivers might provide a key mechanism for ventilation in cities: important for air 

quality and thermal comfort. Airflow varies in space and time in the vicinity of rivers. Consequently, 

there is limited utility in point measurements. Ground-based remote sensing offers the opportunity 

to study 3D airflow in locations which are difficult to observe with conventional approaches. For 

three months in the winter and spring of 2011, the airflow above the River Thames in central London 

was observed using a scanning Doppler lidar, a scintillometer and sonic anemometers. First, an inter-

comparison showed that lidar-derived mean wind-speed estimates compare almost as well to sonic 

anemometers (root-mean-square error (rmse) 0.65–0.68 m s–1) as comparisons between sonic 

anemometers (0.35–0.73 m s–1). Second, the lidar duo-beam operating strategy provided horizontal 

transects of wind vectors (comparison with scintillometer rmse 1.12–1.63 m s–1) which revealed 

mean and turbulent airflow across the river and surrounds; in particular, channelled airflow along 

the river and changes in turbulence quantities consistent with the roughness changes between built 
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and river environments. The results have important consequences for air quality and dispersion 

around urban rivers, especially given that many cities have high traffic rates on roads located on 

riverbanks. 

1. Introduction 

Urban air quality depends on ventilation processes. Whilst the atmospheric boundary-layer 

depth determines air-pollutant concentrations (Chou et al., 2007), it is important to understand all 

processes that drive urban ventilation and thus air quality. Studies from point-location instruments 

on buildings are numerous, but there are some city forms (rivers, parks) that are difficult to study 

with point measurements alone; and point measurements might be biased because of siting 

limitations. The use of ground-based remote sensing can thus help to give a more representative 

analysis of airflow.  

In the atmosphere above cities, airflow depends on the morphology of the urban surface 

(Barlow and Coceal, 2009). More-studied urban components include buildings (Vardoulakis et al., 

2011; Yuan and Ng, 2012), street canyons (Eliasson et al., 2006; Kastner-Klein et al., 2001; Salizzoni 

et al., 2009), and intersections (Balogun et al., 2010). The airflow over larger-scale urban features, 

such as rivers or parks also needs to be understood (Spronken-Smith et al., 2000). Rivers might 

provide a key mechanism for ventilation in cities (Cho, 2010) analogous to street canyons—such as 

in model studies (Ding et al., 2004). However, latent and sensible heat fluxes above rivers (Ching, 

1985) have received comparatively little attention. Some mesoscale processes also affect 

ventilation: for example in coastal cities, the interactions between tidal and sea-breeze variation 

(e.g. estuary turbulence, Ding et al., 2004) and sea-breeze propagation (e.g. over 70 km inland along 

the Hudson river, Orton et al., 2010). However, urban airflows need to be better understood in order 

to become explicitly parameterized in numerical weather prediction (NWP) models. With the 

increase in NWP models’ spatial resolution (Best, 2005) urban features, such as rivers, are of 

increasing importance. However, these are often hard to study with traditional point measurements, 

but ground-based remote sensing (such as scintillometers or lidars) can overcome this. 

Scanning Doppler lidars permit spatially-resolved analysis of airflow, especially when 

augmented with high-quality point measurements such as eddy-covariance stations, and are being 

deployed for urban boundary layer studies (Barlow et al., 2011). Dual-beam scintillometers are 

capable of estimating the mean wind speed component perpendicular to the beam, in addition to 

their more common use in obtaining area-averaged sensible heat fluxes. To our knowledge, there 

are currently no published reports of wind speed analyses in cities using scintillometers. Different 

methods are used to obtain wind speed from scintillometry and have been evaluated in simpler 

environments (van Dinther et al., 2012; Ting-i Wang et al., 1981) and over complex terrain in the 
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Alps (Poggio et al., 2000). Scintillometers are increasingly being used in urban areas for sensible heat 

flux estimates, including: Tokyo (Kanda et al., 2002), Basel (Roth et al., 2006), Marseilles (Lagouarde 

et al., 2006), Łódź (Fortuniak and Pawlak, 2011), Nantes (Mestayer et al., 2011), Helsinki (Wood et 

al., 2012) and London. 

In the present paper, observations of wind velocity and turbulence across a river in a dense 

urban area are presented. A duo-beam method, using a scanning Doppler lidar, to determine 

horizontally-resolved paths of wind vectors is described. This is tested against both point wind 

measurements and path-averaged measurements from a scintillometer. Then, the lidar data are 

used to explore the spatial and temporal characteristics of the airflow above the river. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Study period and study area 

This study was undertaken in the winter and spring of 2011 (18-February to 17-May; day of 

year 49–137), in central London UK (Fig. 1). The location was across the River Thames, at about 30–

50 km west of the North Sea, where the mean river-flow is towards the east. The river height varies 

3.8–6.7 m at London Bridge (Port of London, 2011), approximately 2 km downstream of the study 

site. 

Morphology characteristics are calculated as background information for the study area (Fig. 

1) with respect to the centre point of the boundary-layer scintillometer (BLS) beam over the River 

Thames for a 1 km radius. A digital elevation model (Evans, 2009; Lindberg and Grimmond, 2011), 

without vegetation, is used to determine mean building height, zero-plane displacement height 

(MacDonald et al., 1998)  and roughness length for momentum (MacDonald et al., 1998); these are 

18.9, 10.5 and 1.6 m, respectively, with a plan area index of 0.31 and a frontal area index of 0.28. 

The aspect ratio of the ‘river canyon’ (ratio of bankside building height to river width) is 

approximately 0.1 (i.e. Fig. 1).  

2.2. Mast-borne measurements 

Point measurements near the river were taken on two masts at King’s College London (KCL), 

Strand Campus (51.50°N, 0.12°W): referred to as KSS and KSK. At both sites, CSAT3 sonic 

anemometers, of accuracy 0.04 m s–1 (Campbell Scientific Inc, Logan, USA), were located on top of 

measurement masts to sample the 3D-wind vector at 10 Hz. 2D-wind measurements were available 

from an automatic weather station WXT510 of accuracy ± 0.3 m s–1 or ±2 % whichever is greater 

(Vaisala Oy, Vantaa, Finland). This WXT was located at KSS, sampling at 0.2 Hz and this WXT dataset 

was scalar averaged up to 1-min, before being vector averaged to 30-min. Data processing is as 

described in Kotthaus and Grimmond (2012). Sensor heights are 49 m a.g.l. (2.3 times the mean 
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building height zH) and 39 m a.g.l. (1.8zH) at KSS and KSK, respectively (Kotthaus and Grimmond, 

2012). 

 

2.3. Scintillometer 

A Boundary Layer Scintillometer BLS900 (BLS, Scintec AG, Rottenburg, Germany) was 

installed with an 808 m near-horizontal path transmitted from the roof of the KCL James Clark 

Maxwell building on the Waterloo campus (KWJ, to the south-east of the Strand KCL site) building 

and received on the roof of the KSS building. BLS data comprise spatially integrated values of 

structure parameter of refractive-index fluctuations Cn
2 and cross-beam wind component (a 

standard output from Scintec’s SRun software which is based on the time lagged cross-covariance 

function of the two beams; see e.g. (van Dinther et al., 2012; Ward et al., 2011)). Here, wind speeds 

are given as positive when the wind is blowing from 157.8–337.8°, and negative for 337.8–157.8°. 

The path weighting of the BLS is bell shaped (Scintec, 2011; Ward et al., 2011), and the 

centre of the path accounts for most of the signal. Hence, the river portion of the path (300 m) 

comprises 69 % of the total weighting. The beam is approximately 40–50 m above mean river level 

(Fig. 1b).  

A known chimney, a strong anthropogenic source of heat and moisture, was located 

immediately to the north-east of the BLS transmitter (KWJ) and affected observations under easterly 

airflow conditions. The primary BLS dataset excludes measurement periods with wind directions 

from 10–120° (defined using KSS CSAT3 anemometer) because of suspected heat/moisture 

contamination, so the frequency of negative BLS winds speeds were reduced. This BLS dataset was 

sub-sampled to include only positive BLS wind, to remove any possible contamination and in order 

not to introduce bias due to sub-sampling of wind directions – thus creating a very-high-quality 

dataset. 

Data were quality controlled for rain events and low atmospheric transmissivity (e.g. fog). 

Periods during which the BLS had low signal levels, or the rain-gauge (ARG100, Campbell Scientific) 

located next to the KSK mast recorded rain, were rejected at 1-min intervals. 

2.4. Lidar 

The scanning Doppler lidar used was a Streamline (HALO Photonics, Malvern, UK) operating 

at 1.5 μm wavelength, the same model as used previously to study boundary-layer structure in 

London (Barlow et al., 2011). The lidar was located at the same height (on the KSS rooftop) as the 

BLS receiver, and within 10 m horizontally (i.e., the lidar was 45 m west of the KSS mast). Data were 

recorded at 30 m resolution (range-gates). A blind-region, where no data were available, existed in 

the first three range-gates (i.e. 0–90 m). The lidar rays pointed horizontally (i.e. 0° elevation) and so 
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although 27 usable lidar range-gates should exist along the path of the BLS beam, only range-gates 4 

to 18 were available for comparison due to the lidar blind region and spurious lidar returns from 

buildings beyond range-gate 18. Since the lidar cannot operate below 0° elevation, lidar horizontal 

rays were slightly higher than the BLS beam (Fig. 1b). Given the BLS’s slanted beam and the blind 

region of the lidar, the lidar’s sampling regions are 1.1–6.6 m above that of the scintillometer at 

range-gates 4–18 respectively (Fig. 1b).  

A 1-second integration was made every 3.5 s, thus 3.5 s is the minimum time interval 

between concurrent rays. An established quality-control method was performed on the lidar velocity 

data (of resolution 0.023 m s–1) using a fixed threshold of σe = 0.1 m s–1, where σe is a standard 

deviation representing measurement error (O’Connor et al., 2010), and is based on a signal-to-noise 

ratio (SNR) threshold corresponding to a limit of SNR of about –20 dB (Barlow et al., 2011). 

2.4.1. Duo-beam method 

For most of the lidar schedule, standard operating strategies were performed for other 

work, such as vertical stares and vertical profiles of horizontal wind vectors. In addition to those, for 

this study, custom operating strategies were added to the schedule: horizontal stares at particular 

azimuth angles of A=180.0° and B=157.8° (bearings from North, see Fig. 1a). The pair of rays was 

scheduled six times per 300 s period (which used 14% of lidar’s operating time). Thus 36 azimuth 

pairs of horizontal rays (which we term samples, N) were used to define mean wind in each period 

(30-min-mean winds were used for analysis to obtain statistically-large-enough samples to permit 

analysis, see sections 3 and 4). 

To convert radial Doppler velocity along each ray to a resolved path of wind vectors across 

the river, the following trigonometric relations and assumptions are applied. Before trigonometric 

manipulation, the data in each ray at each range-gate were first averaged to 30-min-mean values. 

The radial velocity can be expressed as g

rv ; where g  is the range-gate number, and r  is the ray (A or 

B). The measurement can be defined in terms of the transect of wind speed ( gU ) and direction ( g , 

bearing from grid-North):  

)cos( r

ggg

r  Uv ,   (1) 

where 
r  is the bearing of the ray (A or B). The wind vector at each distance (range-gate) along the 

path can be calculated from the information from the two rays: i.e. there are two simultaneous 

equations each with two knowns and two unknowns. This can be conducted along the pair of rays (A 

B) to give an estimate of the path of wind vectors across the river. Re-arrangement of standard 
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The solution is given for   to  . The resulting sign ambiguity was resolved using the sign of 

beam A. Once g  is known, gU is found by re-arranging (1). 

In this trigonometric calculation, there is an implicit assumption that the measurements at 

each range-gate distance are at the same point, as is commonly assumed in many scanning 

strategies such as the commonly-used vertical-azimuth display (VAD). However, beams A and B 

clearly diverge from each other by distances of 36–218 m over range-gates 4–18 (Fig. 1a) and thus 

the samples in each of beams A and B will have sampled different locations. This inevitably will cause 

some scatter in analyses when lidar estimates are compared with other wind speed observations, 

particularly for further range-gates as the distances between A and B becomes larger. The wind 

speeds varied between 1–8 m s–1 during the data-collection period (30-min-mean dataset, KSS CSAT3 

anemometer) which, when combined with the length-scales of beam separation, gives a timescale 

(τ = distance / speed) of 5–218 s. Since one would expect the velocity fields in both beams to be 

similar only at timescales ≫ τ, the 30-min averaging period is adequate. 

The Doppler resolution of 0.023 m s–1 means that when the wind is blowing parallel to a 

single beam, wind speeds above 0.023 m s–1 are required for detection, and this increases to infinity 

for the limit at perpendicular wind (0.023/cosα, where α is the direction with respect to the beam). 

For the duo-beam configuration, one must consider the combined effect of the two beams: the 

worst case is only 0.12 m s–1 perpendicular to the mid-point between the two beams.  

3. Inter-comparison of wind measurements 

Compared to climatological means (1971–2000 SE England data for Feb–May, Met Office 

2012), the study period was less cloudy (113 % sunshine hours), drier (49 % rainfall) and slightly 

warmer (+1.5°C mean temperature) than normal. The 30-min-mean KSS air temperature ranged 

from –0.2 to 25.8°C. There is broad agreement between the wind speeds measured by different 

instruments (Fig.  2). The net all-wave radiation increases through the period; strong diurnal cycles in 

both radiation and wind-speed are evident which is indicative of convection. 

When comparing the 30-min-mean wind speeds, we might expect a difference in the wind 

speed over small spatial and temporal scales between measurements in an urban atmosphere (J.F. 

Barlow and Coceal, 2009; Roth, 2000). Wind-speed comparisons are made between some of the 

equipment (Table 1). First, the point measurements are compared to one another: a 3D 

anemometer (CSAT3) at KSK, and both a 3D (CSAT3) and 2D (WXT 510) sonic anemometer at KSS. 

The two instruments at the same site have a small mean bias error (row b = –0.07 m s–1). The greater 

mean bias error for the two nearby sites (row a = +0.44 m s–1 and c = –0.50 m s–1) is qualitatively 

consistent with their height difference.  
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The smallest root-mean-square error (rmse) is associated with equipment on the same mast 

(row b = 0.35 m s–1). This rmse increases for the sensors between the two sites (rows a = 0.71 m s–1, 

c = 0.73 m s–1). Comparison of lidar range-gate 4 with KSK CSAT3 data gives rmse values of 0.65, 

0.67, and 0.68 m s–1 (Table 1d–f, Fig.  3), indicating that the random error in the lidar-derived winds 

is similar to that between standard point measurements with the same spatial separation. 

The lidar mean bias error (mbe) was always positive (rows d–h), which is perhaps 

unsurprising given that the lidar beam is at slightly higher altitude than BLS and KSK sites (Fig. 1b), 

and that the average wind speed is dominated by range-gates above the river (rows g–h), since the 

airflow in those range-gates is faster than above land (see section 4.1). 

Possible reasons for the larger rmse in the comparison between lidar and BLS (rows g–h) 

could be: (I) the lidar data cover only part of the BLS path, (II) the lidar operating method has a larger 

effective sampling volume (i.e. separated A & B beams), (III) the lidar was not continuously operating 

in this custom mode (and thus a difference in temporal sampling between lidar and other measures 

can occur), (IV) the path heights are not identical (although this has a more-obvious impact on the 

mbe, it might also affect rmse given spatio-temporal variability in the urban atmosphere). 

We can estimate the spread in wind-speed estimates about the true mean, due to the lidar 

temporal-sampling strategy, via standard sampling theory (Kaimal and Finnigan, 1994) under the 

assumption of independence in atmospheric turbulent wind measurements (never truly possible, 

though we often assume it). For the lidar, there are 36 samples in each 30-min period. Hence, given

U  from the KSK mast, the estimate of spread caused by temporal sampling is  

15.0

U s m 3.0/ N . It is thus plausible that the relatively-coarse temporal sampling of the lidar is 

a contributor to the larger rmse between the lidar and the other methods (rows d–h) than between 

the sonic anemometers.  

Overall, the results give confidence in the lidar sampling strategy and associated duo-beam 

trigonometric estimate of path of wind vectors. The airflow over the River Thames is now 

characterised using the lidar measurements. 

4. Airflow patterns over the river  

The KSS CSAT3 sonic anemometer is the highest of the anemometers and is thus regarded as 

the most representative measurement of airflow for the study area (because this instrument is 

assumed to be least affected by airflow features from specific buildings). Henceforth, only this point 

measurement is used for comparison with the lidar data. 
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4.1. Transect of wind speed across river 

The transect of wind-speed magnitude using the lidar trigonometric method across the river 

was calculated for four different wind direction sectors (N, S, E, SW) defined from the KSS CSAT3 

anemometer data (Fig.  4). For almost all range-gates and wind directions, the airflow estimated by 

the lidar is faster than the local-scale wind speed observed by the CSAT3 at KSS. For the north-bank 

gates (4 and 5), the lidar wind speed is less than the reference measurement for all wind sectors 

apart from southerly. Wind speed is greatest when the wind flows parallel to the river (E and SW).  

Overall, lower relative wind speeds are found when the approach airflow is perpendicular to 

the river (N, S). Comparing different range-gates within the N or S cases, an acceleration is evident 

downstream of building-to-river roughness changes; this is consistent with a change in aerodynamic 

drag. This cross-river gradient is quite pronounced in the northerly airflow, with slower-than-

reference winds for the first five range-gates, and a monotonically-increasing wind speed with 

distance for all lidar range-gates from the north to south. The southerly case is less clear. We 

conjecture that this is  due to the curve in the river, or strong influence of particular buildings. 

However, a speed-up of airflow is still evident: again monotonically-increasing wind speed from 

south to north, but only after the first two range-gates.  

At the two northern-most gates, the data show relatively high wind speed under southerly airflow 

conditions. This is despite the increase in surface roughness compared to the smooth river, when we 

would expect to see the beginning of a slowdown of the airflow. However, the height of roughness 

elements above mean river level exhibits a sudden increase at the north bank (Fig. 1). It is possible 

that the relatively high wind speed under southerly airflow conditions at those two northerly gates 

could be explained by vertical convergence of the streamlines affecting this measurement above the 

canopy layer.  

4.2. Channelling airflow along river 

Spatially, there is evidence of channelling airflow (Fig.  4): in these cases the wind is greatest 

over the centre of the river. This would be consistent with the difference in aerodynamic surface 

roughness, i.e. greater drag over the built areas than over the river. This effect is clearest for easterly 

airflow, where there is a long fetch of nearly-straight river. However, for the south-westerly cases, 

the lidar beams’ geometry is perhaps more susceptible to the strong bend in the river (perhaps also 

the reason for the more complex airflows on the south bank for southerly cases, section 4.1). This 

will cause more variation in the three-dimensional airflow (such as any wind-direction turning 

effects) which is apparent in the lidar wind speed profile for the SW sector (Fig. 4). Winds coming 

from this direction are generally stronger than those coming from the south, however the 
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channelling effect is far less pronounced than for the easterly sector and the location of peak wind 

speed is displaced to the south of the centre of the river.  

There is further evidence for channelling if one compares the wind direction over the river 

with that of the reference anemometer (Fig.  5). The deviations from the 1:1 line are similar to that 

observed of rectified channelling in street-canyon studies (Barlow et al., 2009). For example, given a 

large spread in background winds between 60 and 120°, the airflow over the centre of the river 

varies over a smaller range (only 70–90°). Also evident is the channelling in the synoptic prevailing 

wind direction from the south west: when the background airflow ranges between 170 and 230°, 

wind directions over the river centre are diverted towards the west. There was low data availability 

for airflow from the south-east, due to the frequency of synoptic-scale airflow directions during the 

field campaign. 

4.3. Turbulence intensity 

For applications of ventilation and thus air quality, we also wish to understand the turbulent 

nature of the airflow. The current lidar configuration allows a simple analysis (detailed analysis for 

turbulent structures could be obtained with different scanning strategies, (Pichugina et al., 2008)). In 

cases where the wind flows parallel to the lidar beams A and B (within ± 15°), streamwise turbulence 

intensity was defined (without using the duo-beam method) by using along-beam 30-min mean 

radial wind speed to define turbulence intensity in each beam as UI /UU   (Fig.  6). There is clear 

evidence that the air becomes less turbulent as it flows from built-environment to above the river, 

for both southerly and northerly airflow. It is noteworthy how clear the relationship is despite 

complexity in the study area since one assumes that the airflow is highly variable in space and time, 

given the slight change in ground height and variety in building heights (Fig. 1a).  

Indeed, average turbulence intensity from the anemometers ( 37.0KSS

U I and 44.0KSK

U I ; not 

shown) for the study period are comparable to the lidar.  The average study-period turbulence 

intensity for lidar range-gate 4 (mean of both beams) was 34.0lidar

U I . It is not surprising that lidar

UI  

is less than the sonic anemometers, given that the lidar has a greater spatial (30 m), temporal (3.5 s) 

and numerical (0.023 m s–1) resolution. At the normalized height of the lidar range-gate-4 (also 

approximately KSK) to mean building height, Roth (2000) suggests a value of 37.0U I ; the 

turbulence values for KSK and lidar are either side of this. 

4.4. Diurnal cycle 

The study period had many clear days. The sunniest days were defined where at least five 

daytime hours had > 200 W m–2 downwelling shortwave radiation, and none of the 30-min averages 
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in the central four hours of the day were < 150 W m–2: this yielded a sample of 46 days of strongest 

sunshine. The cloudiest days were defined as days where at least five of the daylight hours of the 

day had < 200 W m–2 downwelling shortwave radiation, and none of the 30-min-mean data in the 

day were > 300 W m–2: this yielded a sample of 15 days with the least sunshine. The sunny days have 

a clear diurnal cycle of wind speed (Fig.  7). This is consistent with the canonical clear-sky diurnal 

variation of near-surface wind speed caused by stability changes: increased vertical exchange of 

momentum by day and reduced by night. We find that sunny days had a greater diurnal cycle than 

cloudy conditions, where the diurnal effect is not evident (given the confidence intervals, Fig. 7). The 

implication from this may be that airflow over the river is responding primarily to the convection 

developing over the surrounding urban area as a whole, rather than the local energy balance of the 

river, where the sensible heat flux is likely to be lower. This is in accordance with source area 

considerations—observations at these measurement heights above the ground are influenced by a 

local scale surface upwind of the measurement locations and not only by surface characteristics in 

the immediate vicinity. 

5. Conclusions 

In this study, airflow over the River Thames was analyzed using a technique developed and 

tested using a scanning Doppler lidar to estimate a horizontally resolved path of wind vectors. This 

was tested against both sonic anemometry and cross-beam winds from a scintillometer. This duo-

beam lidar method proved successful in giving accurate measurements of wind speed; with point 

comparisons giving similar rmse to that between standard anemometry, as also reported by others 

(Friedrich et al., 2012).  

Novel scanning lidar techniques such as the one presented here and elsewhere (Collier et al., 

2005; Pichugina et al., 2008) allow observations of the airflow in complex environments such as 

roughness sub-layers, internal boundary layers, or for flux-footprint estimates. However, care should 

be taken, because the duo-beam technique naturally has separating beams with distance—this 

could be problematic for some very complex airflows where we expect large temporal and spatial 

differences in wind, such as  lower in the roughness sub-layer (Wood et al., 2009). Perhaps repeating 

the technique at other locations and comparison with models (e.g. wind tunnel, LES, DNS) could help 

the further exploitation of lidar for such analyses. 

The new lidar operating method gave a horizontally-resolved paths of wind vectors above 

the River Thames, which revealed: (i) channelling airflow along the river; (ii) mean and turbulent 

wind adjustment as expected for roughness change to/from river/built surfaces; (iii) the diurnal 

variation in winds above the river which was indicative of the airflow above the river being strongly 

coupled to convection triggered over the built-up surroundings. 
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The present paper increases understanding of ventilation within central London around the 

River Thames. Particularly, there are important consequences for dispersion of emissions along the 

river. For example, there are many busy roads on London’s riverbanks, such as ‘Embankment’ which 

is located on the northern bank of the River Thames in our study area and beyond (emissions from 

Embankment are shown clearly on London’s air quality maps, London Air Quality Network, 2005). 
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Tables: 

Table 1. Comparisons of wind speeds (30-min-mean dataset, number of samples N) between different methods of wind 

speed measurement (CSAT3 = 3D sonic anemometer, Lidar, BLS = scintillometer, WXT510 = 2D sonic anemometer), 

expressed by the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (rs), root-mean-square error (rmse) and mean bias error (mbe). 

Rows d and e are the lidar wind from range-gate 4 (90–120 m), which is compared with the equivalent coordinate-rotated 

component in the anemometer data from KSK. Row f is the duo-beam estimate of wind speed magnitude at lidar range-

gate 4. Spatially-resolved lidar data from the duo-beam method were averaged according to the weighting function of the 

BLS and the calculated wind was the coordinate-rotated component perpendicular to the BLS (rows g–h): in row g all wind 

sectors are used (excluding that from 10–120°), whilst row h has only positive BLS winds (see section 2.3). 

 Measurement (i) Measurement (ii) rs rmse 
(m s–1) 

mbe, i–ii 
(m s–1) 

N 

a KSS CSAT3 KSK CSAT3 0.79 0.71 0.44 3963 
b KSS CSAT3 KSS WXT510 0.78 0.35 -0.07 3913 
c KSK CSAT3 KSS WXT510 0.85 0.73 -0.50 4061 
d Lidar gate-4 beam-A KSK CSAT3  0.82 0.68 0.43 3915 
e Lidar gate-4 beam-B KSK CSAT3  0.79 0.67 0.52 3927 
f Lidar gate-4, duo-beam KSK CSAT3 0.85 0.65 0.34 3915 
g Lidar weighted BLS 0.48 1.63 0.95 2279 
h Lidar weighted u(+ve) BLS u(+ve) 0.87 1.12 0.48 1737 
i KSK CSAT3 BLS 0.30 2.13 0.02 2219 
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Figures: 

 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Heights of buildings, river and ground above mean river level in study area (4 m resolution) with site locations 

and measurement paths of BLS and lidar, beam A (180°) and B (157.8°), respectively. Lidar beam A crosses the river banks 

at 180 and 515 m, beam B at 170 and 470 m. The location within Greater London is shown (right inset) and within the 

United Kingdom (left inset). Mean river-flow direction is towards the east. (b) An x-z slice along the BLS beam (i.e. roughly 

North-South) between Strand and KWJ (the beam slant is 0.7°). The surface (thin grey line) is buildings, ground or river. The 

location of lidar range-gates are shown, 4 and 18 are labelled. [This figure is available in colour online] 
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Fig.  2. Conditions (30-min-mean dataset) during the study period. Wind speeds from (a) KSS CSAT3, (b) KSK CSAT3, (c) lidar 

gate 4 from duo-beam method. Station atmospheric pressure (d) and net all-wave radiation (e) at KSS. 

 

 

Fig.  3. Lidar wind speed magnitude (Ulidar) against KSK CSAT3 wind speeds (UKSK) from the duo-beam method; 30-min-mean 

dataset (grey crosses). The data are those in row ‘f’ in Table 1. Average wind directions are black squares (0.5 m s
–1

 bins 

from KSS). The 1:1 line is shown.  
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Fig.  4.  Mean wind speed transect over the River Thames (from the lidar, i.e. North to South). Wind sectors are defined as 

bearings using KSS CSAT3 30-min-mean dataset. Perpendicular to the river: northerly (N 320–350°), southerly (S 150–170°); 

and along the river: easterly (E 85–95°), south-westerly (SW 250–290°). Wind speeds from the lidar duo-beam method (U) 

are normalized by a reference wind speed (Uref): the wind speed of KSS CSAT3. The river bank is indicated by shading above 

the x-axis (dark grey: built, green: bankside, light blue: river). Bars show the 95% confidence intervals about the mean in 

each range-gate distance. 

 

 

Fig.  5. Wind direction (°) above the centre of river (lidar duo-beam method at range-gate 12) and KSS CSAT3 anemometer; 

30-min-mean dataset (grey crosses). Average wind directions are black squares (10° bins from KSS). 1:1 line shown. 
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Fig.  6. Turbulence intensity transects when the airflow is across the river (σu and U both defined locally, i.e. within each 

range-gate in individual beams). The subset of cases is where wind direction (KSS CSAT3) is within ±15° of beams A and B. 

The river bank is indicated by shading above the x-axis (dark grey: built, green: bankside, light blue: river). Bars show the 

95% confidence intervals. 

 

 

Fig.  7. Diurnal variation of wind speed in two lidar range-gates (4 near north bank, 11 centre of river) for sunny (S) and 

cloudy (C) days. For clarity, only a typical confidence interval (95 %) shown for each range-gate (right of plot). The KSS 

CNR1 radiometer was used to define sunny/cloudy days.  
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